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Overview of basic nanomedical 
systems design
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Nanomedical Systems

Diagnosis-difficult

Therapy-more difficult

Both (“Theragnosis”)-most difficult!

These have different requirements and differing challenges!
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Essential elements of a 
nanomedical system

Targeting to diseased cells, while 
preventing drug package from seeing 
non-targeted cells

Entry into diseased cell in a manner 
that prevents degradation

Intracellular targeting to intracellular 
organelle to get near site of interest

Delivery of drug or therapeutic gene
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The Multi-Step Targeting Process 
in Nanomedical Systems
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Requirements for Specific 
Cell Targeting

Must be cell surface biomarker that at 
least partially identifies that cell

OR a Boolean set of several biomarkers 
whose composite “signature” identifies 
that cell

OR a set of biomarkers that excludes all 
other cells
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Challenge- How to Multiplex a Boolean 
set of targeting molecules on a NP

Cell of interest
NP

A

B

C

Can we create a logic condition of target molecules:

A  AND B NOT C
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What are the consequences of 
mis-targeting?

“side effects” to innocent bystander (normal) 
cells

These side effects may be lethal to bystander 
cells, or they may change the overall state of the 
patient so that the treatment problem is no longer 
the same

Side effects may be unpredictable and may lead 
to dangerous non-linear patient responses what 
are difficult to correct 
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From an engineering point-of-view, 
how do we quantify the consequences 

of mis-targeting?

Measure relative numbers of good (normal) cells destroyed to 
eliminate a bad (diseased) cell

Put a weighting factor on the relative “goodness” or “badness” of 
normal cells and diseased cells (how important is the good cell 
and are there enough copies of it left to perform its necessary 
function? How bad is the bad cell? How many good cells are you 
willing to lose to eliminate a bad cell?

Example: How many stem cells are you willing to lose to purge 
tumor cells during a bone marrow transplantation? The weighting 
factor depends on the potency of the patient immune system to 
handle a certain level of tumor cells. So we try to reduce tumor
load to a point where the patients immune system can handle the 
remaining tumor cells. Otherwise we can destroy all stem cells 
trying to eliminate every last tumor cell.
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Some ways to lower mis-targeting 
to non-diseased cells

Lower numbers of nanoparticles

Improve specificity of targeting molecules 
according to what is learned about the identity of 
the mis-targeted cells

If possible, require an AND condition requiring 
simultaneous presence of two target molecules on 
the same cells being targeted

If necessary, design a non-specific targeting 
control switch on a secondary non-specific target 
molecule which inactivates subsequent 
nanomedical device action (off control switch upon 
detecting an error in targeting).
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